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TSU to operate world's Academy Awards fail to honor
only Isotope Center most deserving nominees
Center will allow a closer relationship
with the Energy Department and bring
more minority students to better jobs
By Malick D. Badjie
News V^riter

Two years from now, Tennessee State University will be the site of a new

research center built by the U.S. Department of Energy. Its purpose will be to
produce stable, non-radioactive isotopes—atoms of an element that all weigh
the same.

Stable isotopes are unique materials essential for a wide range of
advanced research, including medical science, earth science, and many areas

of physics and chemistry. Stable isotopes are also used in nutritional studies
and as feed materials to produce vital medical isotopes that are used 600,000
times each year inthe U.S. for diagnosing heart ailments, cancer and other ill
nesses.

Currently, United States researchers are buying isotupes Ooin Eavopcan

suppliers. However, that will change with the new facility at TSU. The
^United State will be producing more stable, non-radioactive isotopes than any
other facility in the world.

Ti

"This partnership will put Tennessee State at the center ofa critical part

PHOTOS COURTESY OF YAHOO.COM

Wof the nation's science and technology infrastructure andprovide its students Thestar and director of Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon were robbed of the top
v^acccss to equipment available at no other university, said former Energy Oscar prize, butJulia Roberts took home the award for Best Actress in Erin

Secretary Bill Richardson announcing the joint project with TSU in early
l^aDuary.

K

He also stated that it will enable the energy department to serve the

IQUnited States research committee in a smarter and more cost effective way
i^and provide students with unique technological opportunities.
D

Brokovich. See the entire story on Page 9.

Maurice Mills, Director ofSponsored Research, said the university expe-

!rienced its growth in research during the past decade and its strong engineerling program helped its cause to acquire the project.

; "The Department of Energy wanted to partner with TSU because of its
fecultural diversity. TSU has a wide talent pool ofAsians, Africans, African
^ lericans who will bring adifferent perspective to the table," said Mills.
Also attractive tothe Department of Energy was TSU's strong engineer

ing program. Since 1987, when U.S. Black Engineer magazine instituted its
iward program, nine TSU graduates have been awarded as Black Engineer of
fhe year.

'TSU's program is respected in the engineering community, and the
lepartment of Energy's decision to entrust the research center to our care is
endorsement in which we take great pride," said Decatur Rogers, Dean of

^he College ofEngineering.

Oak Ridge National Laboratory in Knoxville, Tenn. will manage and
ipply its expertise in the production ofstable isotopes to assure that the new

Ifacility is installed and operational in the manner that best suits needs of the
Jnited States research committee. The university will provide infrastructure

^support for the facility and work with the Department of Energy to establish

TSU student shot in car theft,

kidnapping attempt of infant
champagne-color SUV. The man had a gun,

By Hillary S. Condon
Community View Editor
On Thursday, March 22, at about 8:15

p.m., a student was shotand his sports utility
vehicle was stolen at Tennessee State

University. The incident took place in the

parking lot across from Hale Stadium, at the
comer of John A. Merritt Boulevard and 33rd
Avenue.

Ricardo Johnson's injuries were not lifethreatening, and he was released from
Vanderbilt University Medical Center later
that night, but the main concern of police at

new educational research programs for students. The new facility could be

the time was the location of Johnson's 4-

operational in approximately two years.

month-old baby girl, still inside his 1997

"Weare very excited about the possibilities this project has for our stu
dents and faculty," said President James Hefner. "This will bea one-of-a kind
research facility which will attract some of the best scientific minds in the

maroon Ford Expedition.
Johnson, 23, was in his car in the parking

world to TSU."*

lot when he was approached by a man from a

and Johnson fled.

As he was getting away, the assailant
fired, and a bullet grazed Johnson.
He drove to the Amoco gas station,
located at the comer of John A. Merritt and

Ed Temple Boulevards to ask for help, and
when he returned, his car, and his baby inside
it, were gone.
As Johnson was being treated at

Vanderbilt, police received a call that a baby
had been dropped at a security station at
Mehany Medical College, unharmed, from a

champagne-color SUV. They later found the
car abandoned a few blocks away.
At tS\)z iJUtcr's press time, police were

still looking for Johnson's car and two sus
pects in the incident. The SUV is a maroon
Ford Expedition with chrome wheels and
large white letters on the rear window with
the words "Who's your daddy."*

to bridge the gap at

Mr. TSU position assumes new, more active
role in student leadership for coming months

first SGA "Town

By Dywuan Brown

rators

1/Iarch1'^ownhal' metingtha bout35students•

Recently there has been an

update on the role and duties of Mr.

TSU to make it a more highly,

«By Camille Edwards

respectable role. Mr.TSU will have

Wews Writer

^

a

Adroinistrators addressed student concerns at a !

court

that

become Homecoming King," said

Riley. It was expressed that there is

"I dedicate a significant amount

News Writer

Hall" meeting

to him where he agreed fully to go
forth with it.

consists

or

Mr.

Freshman, Sophomore, Junior and

a dominant amount of power in this

of time to this project," said Forte.

position and it needs to be enforced.

He stated that this is an attempt to be

"Black males on the campus are

organized, and this is very well not nurtured enough and they don't
planned, but also an optimistic see a Black male that does anything

orhelp them out when they need to

attempt.

"There is no figure head for be guided. Its not guaranteed that a
males on this campus to have a role male will win as SGApresident, and
model or someone they trust. I was

there has to be something to balance
this out," said Jaime Riley.

ttended in the Forum.

inspired to try out in the pageant by
seeing Cool Mill (former Mr. TSU

college besides academics and the
social scene.

LOUsing, security, health facilities, admissions and

and SGA President Reginald
Shareef) come out," said Forte.
His reasons for becoming Mr.

Senior and his duty will be to speak
at more functions.

Currently, Mr. TSU is Tony
The meeting was sponsored by the Student ; Forte, a Business major from
jovemment Association to discuss such issues as ; Atlanta, GA. He is chairperson of
the committee, which consists of the

ecords. and financial aid.

After being welcomed by the moderator and :
•GA vice president. April Frazier, several adminisrative representatives addressed the students.
•'I am proudofTennessee State University andits ;
ccomplishments, and 1 am taking strong positions ;
gainst the negative circumstances occurring at the
iniversity." said the Vice President for Student :

Student Government Association,

Student Election Committee, and
Student Union Board of Governors.

The committee was organized to

Forte feels that there is more to

"College is not just academics,

TSU were simple. He felt that it pre

it should be also about African

sented male talents, there would be

Americans going into a trivial soci

great support from the TSU student
body, and he felt that with his char
acter, he possessed one quality,

ety," said Forte.

support and make sure that things
which was being a liaison.
are met and accomplished. Some of

Forte feels that this should not

just be a committee that is working
on this, but a school wide effort.

Students feel that there is also a

"Miss TSU was started as an

the committee purposes is to
strengthen Mr.TSU, make him more
; noticeable, and make this position as

need for this position to be respected avenue to get women involved on
campus and now time has passed
among other positions on campus.

Jervices on the downtown and main campus cafeie- , seen as just for social purposes.
ias, said. "My office is open to anyone who wants to
"I feeJ that some things that
be employed or to make suggestions."
come with this role need to be more

speak at many functions like Ms. that is trying to get them involved

Affairs, Thomas Martin.

John Tate, department head of Aramark Food ! serious as the others and not to be

Other administrators said now is the opportune

publicized and changed to uplift

time to attend TSU.

Tennessee State University," said

"It is a good opportunity for one to attend TSU
and everyone should make good use of that advan
tage," said the vice president for Academic Affairs,

Forte.

The new project that is at hand
is nothing new. "The project was
attempted by past Mr. TSU's, but I
have high confidence within myself,

Augustus Bankhead.
Brenda Buraey. director of Financial Aid, said,
"Now is the time to apply for financial aid in order for

and the committee that is along my

applications to be reviewed. There are several new
plans being made wiili regards to newfmancial assis

side," said Forte.

The project has always been at
hand and the committee presented it

tance for students."

The head of the Police Department, Chief Arthur
Lawson, mentioned tliat there are approximately 35

police officers in the department, that tliey are in
shortage from time to time, and that students bear the
responsibility for not reporting more of the incidents

and the men need to see someone

TSU because there should be a fair

and let them know that men can hold

chance when they both represent our

positions and treat those positions
with importance," said Forte.

school," said Kevin Davis, sopho
more engineer major.

Speaker of the House for SGA
Jaime Riley, who is a part of the
committee, feels that there is a lack
of Black male involvement on TSU

campus. He stated that the TSU
pageant has had an effect on the
male by being social'and showing
his many talents upon the stage.
"Mr. TSU was created first for

only

homecoming

purposes

to

One drawback that Forte shares

about being Mr. TSU is the lack of
respect and award for being who he
is. He feels that if a man gets
respect, he will take the time to build
his efforts. Forte has one comment

for the student body and wants them
to take great note of it.
"What price is too much to pay
to uplift the Black male on campus?"
he asked.'

TSU Professor nominated for prestigious local award

that occur on campus.

By Jennifer Mitchell

Peggy Earnest, director of Residence Life, said."

Community View Writer

I feel I want to be a bit closer to you. Students (do) not

open up to us as we would want them to. We want to ;
know how you feel.
"Safety is our number one concern and we are
here to serve you. There is always an open door poli

professor of the Communications
Department, has been nominated for

cy.

a distinguished Athena Award.

Saadia Murphy, an occupational therapy major,
raised one of the first questions.
"I would like to know what is being done for the
handicapped students in order for them to have an
easier access to the Allied Health Building and its
facilities, as well as if tJiere (is) any immediate fund

Named for the Greek goddess of
wisdom, beauty, and strength, the
Athena Awards are given at a local

Dr. Victoria Sturgeon, associate

level in more than 350 communities
in the United States to honor women

who excel in the professional and
ing that could be madeavailable to this department?"
business world and provide out
she asked, adding. "Tliere is a need for more handi
standing community service.
capped neces.sities and better equipment to ensure
Nominees for this award are
proper learning."
: chosen by the organizations of
Bankhead immediately addressed the question on .i which they are members. Sturgeon,

See "Forum" on Page 3

I think that Mr. TSU should go and

f

j|

who is involved with the Davidson

County Democratic Women, the
Nashville chapter of the National
Organization for Women, the
Nashville

Women's

Political

Caucus, and Women in the Nineties,
was nominated for the award by
NOW.

Toby Abrams is the director of
Nashville NOW, and says that the
chapter
unanimously
decided
Sturgeon was the right nominee.
"When she was nominated, it

was like, 'Oh what a great idea,'
because she's perfect for the job,"
Abrams said. "She has strong lead
ership skills, a unique commitment
to advancing women in our commu
nity and to women's rights."
Abrams also said the chapter
felt Sturgeon was the right nominee

because she is so well-liked and

well-known in the community.
"She's very well-liked, she has a
magnanimous character,warmth and

See "Sturgeon" on Page 15
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News Briefs

By Angela Frierson
News Writer
and Henderson Hill HI

Page 3
Tavis Smiley will no longer be an employee of Black
Entertainment Television network! That's right.
Smiley's contract will not be renewed, but the show will
continue. A press release by BET said that the host's

the team's coaches.

contract will not be renewed after it expires in

Community View Writer

TSU Athletics accepts dona
tion towards program for
underprivledged kids

College of Arts & Sciences
begins search for new dean
The College of Arts and Sciences is currently in

the process of filling the position of associate dean. Dr.
Clayton Reeve, the former associate dean, retired last
spring.

DeanWilliam Lawsonsaysthat obtaining someone
to fill the position is critical because the Collegeof Arts
and Sciences is the largest program on campus.
The job entails preparing reports, reviewing stu
dent certification for graduation and considering new
degree programs and proposals.
"We are in the process of initial interviews.
Because this is the largest college at TSU, it will be a
great help," stated Lawson.

TSU Honda Bowl team excels

for second consecutive year
The TSU Honda Campus All-Star Challenge Team
have excelled as the champions for the regional tourna
ment that was held February 23 on the campus of
Alabama A & M University in Huntsville, AL.
Members of the team include: Malick Badjie, Kevin
Gilliam n, Brian Leonard and Gaiy Coleman.
This is the second year that TSU has emerged as the

regional champions. The next competition is the 12th
Annual National Championship Tournament which wiU

be heldApril 7-11 in Orlando, FL.
Dr. Coleman McGinnis and Dr. John Williams are

Tennessee State University's athletic director. Dr.
Jim Smith, has accepted a generous donation in the
amount of $100,000 from Jim Lowery, CEO of
Revelations. The title of the idea is 'Taking.Kids Off of
the Streets and Putting Them in Tiger Seats."
The purpose of the donation is to provide under
privileged children fix)m various schools and churches
with the opportunity to attend TSU sponsored athletic
contests.

September.
Although the show won two NAACP Image
Awards earlier this month. Smiley has still been dis
missed after five years as the host.
"After five years of hosting the signature talk show
on the network, could one person have picked up the
phone to call me personally instead of choosing to fax a
four-sentence memo to my representative?" Smiley
asked. "Five years, four sentences," Smiley added.
According to a BET executive, "Dwtindling ratings
and an aging audience-led to the dismissal of Black
Entertainment Television talk show host Tavis Smiley."
"But his show, which is seen in an average of 21^,000
households, has suffered from sagging ratings", said

network spokesman h^hael Lewellen.

TSU Forensics team claims

first place at state
championship
The Forensics team, headed by Communications

Other programs such as Teen Summit and BET On
Jarz are also in jeopardy of being canceled.
A new host for the show has not been decided on,

so a rotation of guest hosts wiU start in the season of
September 2001-2002, until a permanent host wUl be
hired. "There are a number of public and private concems which led to my decision.
Recent actions by Smiley left us little recourse but

professor Kimberly LaMarque, has captured the'Erst
place position at the Tennessee Intercollegiate Forensic
Association State Championship that was held at to make this move," BET CEO Bob Johnson said. Tom
Tennessee Technological University in Cookeville, TN. Joyner announced that he would organize his seven mil
Present at the competition were many colleges and lion listeners to bombard Mel Karmazin, Viacom's pres
universities in the surrounding areas. The TSU team ident and chief operating officer
left the competition winning 20 different awards. •
Joyner gave out the fax number, phone number and
e-mail address of the executive, and asked all Black

Tavis Smileys Contract

radio personalities to follow his dead. •

Terminated
The highly controversial host of BET Tonight ,

Forum to address student concerns sparsely attended by students
Continued from Page 2

Jamal Hutchinson, a senior electrical

engineering major, raised the question
the Allied Health Building. "First of all, about study days. "Every day is a study
the building was not initially made to day here at TSU. Will there be standard
study days in the near future?"
cater to the needs of handicapped stu
Bankhead responded by saying,
dents. However, at the moment we are
"Let
me first say that all students should
making adjustments, such as having
prepare
daily for their exams. We are
most, if not all, of these handicapped stu
looking at standardizing our calendar
dents on the first floor of the building."
He also described it as a long and with Austin Peay and common calendars
expensive process, saying the university as of 2002 will not have study days. This

locked."

Martin responded to his question by 4:30a.m to 6:30 a.nL" This question
saying, "Students must realize that they stirred the audience, due to the reality of
are responsible for others and for them the situation as further expressed by
selves. It is also the responsibility of the Hutchinson. He said security personnel
student leaders to help the other students are not keepingthese hours.
in situations like these."

Some students raised more ques
tions about housing.
"1 have also heard that there may be
some renovations to Court Wla. 1 would

like to know if this is true?" said sopho

currently is working on repairing the

is not a law we have set, but rather a

access.

court decree that all calendars will be. more Dianne Arnold.
Eamest stated that students would
identical. This is a court order. We are

"It is totally wrong to abuse handi

capped (parking spaces)," he added.
"We have just completed a project of
putting up signs."
Murphy then asked a second ques
tion. "As an R.A. at Heiman Street 1 tend

therefore making it a concerted effort to
have strong interrelatedness with the
three institutions in Middle Tennessee."

Marlon Boston, a resident of

Hale Hall, voiced concerns about the

grading system. He was, however, most and resideqte of the Thomas and Jones

1 would like to know if Housing would

be able to provide some means of fund

residence hall and its security.
"1 was most alarmed by the student
who had set the hall on fire," he said.

"We would need to know that the kind of

activities held are well-planned and on
the budget because we do have money

1 often heard of students putting things

for that".

students who are their own perpetrators.

through the doors when the door is

grass will be given tickets and students
are allowed to report persons who are

committing such offenses by taking
ments. She added that the owners of the down their license plate numbers and
housing development plan to make major repott(ing) it to the Security Office,"
Lawson said.
renovations to Court Villa and that pref
The meeting ended with Frazier
erence will be given to juniors, seniors

concerned about the.threat of fires to his

"My biggest problems, however, are the

There were also concerns about the

use of the campus. There was a question
raised about cars driving on the side
walks, grass, and walkways and what
should be done about such illegal prac
tices on campus; Persons parked on the

get preference in living in these apart

to plan various activities foritsresidents.
ing towards these activities." Earnest
responded to her question by saying,

ignated area untfi 12 p.m. and fiom

Apartments.
The issue on the role played by the

highlighting the many accomplishments
and improvements TSU has made over
the years. Shespecifically citedthat stu

security guardson campus was the cause dents now are able to register for classes
online.*
for a majordiscussion at the meeting.
"Whatare theworking hours for the
security guards here on campus?" asked
Hutchinson. Lawson replied by saying,
"Security guards should be in their des

Page 4
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What We Think

'1 From where I sit: My TSU Inspiration

Brown University's student newspaper, T/ic Brown Daily
Herald was pulled from newsstands a few weeks ago, at Brown
LTniversity, in Providence. Rhode Island, for a controversial adver

tisement that the paper ran in one of its issues.

Mia D.
McNeil

David Horowitz, a conservative author from Los Angeles,
placed an ad in coDege newspapers, other than Brown's, denounc

ing calls for reparations to black .Americans for slavery. In the
full-page advertisement, Horowitz argues that blacks do not
deserve redress because White Christians ejided slavery, and that
rather than getting compensation, black Antericans owe the coun

^dHor
Chief

Americans and "Whites, formed human chains at scattered sites and

Looking back, I wondered
when I realized that I was really
in college.
Sure, the campus was nice
and the independence was cool,
but I waited to be challenged by
a professor so I could go home

demanded the paper pay its own fonn of reparations-by donating

and show how much I'd learned.

try for the freedom and prosperity they now enjoy.
There was an uproar in the aftermath of The Brown Daily

Herald printing of thead among the students at Brown University,
especially the minority students at the prestigious university^
At Brown, protesters, including African-Americans, Asian-

the $725 it earned from the advertisement to the Third World

Student Coalition, and giving them a free page of advertising
space to refute Horowitz. The paper refused the demands but
expanded space for opinion articles in their next issue.
in recent weeks since the ad incident at Brown, Herald edi

tor, Brooks King, had found himself jammed in a racially tinged
controversy prompted by Horowitz, Similarly, Che fflcter was

reprimanded forour iHctcr style useof Black and white inourpast
issues, by Whiteminority students and faculty at Tennessee State
University. Tlie capitalized "B" used in 'Blacks' and lowercased

"w" used in 'whites', was a style created by ilkter founder Samuel
Yette in 1950. Since then, Clic ilkter adapted the style and used
it for its uniqueness, being that the style is not regularly used in

print journalism style. However, what happens when newspapers, •
magazines or journals, for instance, are held accountable for their,
actions? How do you detennine or balance a newspaper's morale
or credibility by its accountability?
It is a never-ending battle to report what is newsworthy and
wonying about who will it affect, once it is printed by the ilkter
staff, let alone journalists.
In a sensitive subject such as race, and the issueof black repa
rations. some will agree that blacks do not need to be paid in.
money for slavery; while others fill that the issue is long overdue.One argument was stated by a ilkter editorial board member, that
if we pay blacksbackfor slavery, then we need to payAsiansback
for Pearl Harbor, Jewish people back for the attempted genocide
in the HolocausL Native Americans back for tiieir slaughter back

I met my match.

There was nothing like
going to Dr. William H. Hardy's
class at 9:25 a.m. in Holland

Hall every Tuesday and
Thursday. Philosophy and Moral
Issues was my favorite class. I
never missed a day (that's saying
a lot considering that I was hik

When he told my father that

Republic, in particular his sec
tion dealing with the ''Allegories
of the Cave." I just knew that I

think.heanticipated dealing with

was the bomb.

problems outside of classes, or

However, this was not my
first encounter with Dr. Hardy.
I and my dad had the plea
sure of meeting him on the steps
of the administration building
while we were finishing regis
tration.

he would look out for me, I don't

helpingme find the person that I
am.

Knowing Dr. Hardy, he'll
simply say that he was just help
ing one of his "stars," but he's
done more than that for me and
others.

-My father and Dr. Hardy,
both being very talkative men,
talked and talked and talked and

talked. I don't remember too

much of what they said to each
other, but I do remember the

promise that Dr. Hardy made to
my father. He told my father that
he would take care of me while I

was here and get me out on time.
He's kept his promise and
reminded me of that promise in
EVERY class I have taken from

He encourages students to
push harder, run farther and leap
higher than others. Instead of
criticizing opinions, he helps
students to prove that what they
believe is right. He never hesi
tates to lend an ear to any situa
tion

and he's

until we do. there will be more Horowitz's, to air their opinions|;

about

teaching students, not only about
philosophy, but about being
scholars.

He said that when I gradu
ate, he along with my father will

him.

shed a tear as 1 walk across the

stage, but it will be I who will

ing from Wilson Hall).
I thought that I was a miniphilosopher by the time the end

Anyone who has had a phi
losophy or religion class with
me has heard this phrase... "I
promised your Daddy...."
I suppose the thing that

of the semester came around. 1

touches me most is that the

could go home and ask my
friends if they had read Plato's

promise he made to. my father
was a promise that he made to

shed tears knowing that he's
taught me more than he will ever
know.

Dr. Hardy thanks for being
ray hallelujiah story and my
inspiration, they come no better
than you.

earn six*

in exploration days. etc.
This was his or her opinion, and he could be held accountable

for that statement, but it was that individual's opinion. That point
is that no one person thinks alike, and a difference of opinion is
just what makes society thrives on today, yesterday and in the
future. If we lived in a perfect world, then issues such as the con
troversial ad Horowitz submitted would not be a big deal and^
Brown's Herald credibility would not be second guessed. But,.«i

excited

summer sessions, hawai'l
* 6 weeks, 6 credits, as low as $3,000 (based on typical
costs of tuition, room & board, books, and estimated airfare)

about controversial issues, and we tCliP Jlktcr along with otherii:;

Term 1: May 21-June 29 • Term 2: July 2-August 10

noteworthy newspapers will be there to offer an objective stand on
the issue, for the sake of accountability vs. credibility.*

www.summer.h3wali.edu •toll-free 1 (800) 862-6628
University of Hawai'l at iVIanoa, Summer Sessions
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Letters to the Editor
Clearing up

misconceptions about FPCC
staff

remind students about building expectations, don't take
it personaL Some of the expectations that are most dis
regarded are:
Eating in TV rooms or on carpeted lounge areas
Sitting on tables
Profanity and disrespectful language on phone and
in lobby
Running along halls and stairways
Bouncing and throwing balls and other objects

Dear Student Body,
This is a very important letter written with the
Feet on walls and furniture
desire to explain some things about expectations and
Disorderly behavior (defined in your student hand
obligations of the Floyd-Payne Campus Center staff.
We host dozens of groups each semester from all book as lewd, obscene, indecent, and excessively noisy
over the country and abroad. The first stop on the cam behavior)
Braiding/styling hair in center (please use salons in
pusformany of these groups is yourcampus center. The
center, TSU's showplace, has been operating since 1993. residence halls)
These rules are not dreamed up by center staff, but
Many visitors comment how good the building looks
and are surprised to leam that it is that old. Just recent
ly, Campus Center Director, Author Laird, received one
of the best compliments yet from a well-traveled tour
leader. She said that our center was the cleanest campus
center, among several urban universities she has visited.
It is the duty of the center staff and work study students

to keep the building this way. Most importantly, howev
er, it is our duty to keep the facility safe and in good con
dition for campus activities. Therefore, when staff

essential for safe and effective operation, and enforced
in accordance with the handbook issued to each and

every student. Please take the time and "apply your
intelligence" (Dr. Geoige W. Carver) and conform to
these expectations.
Just this month, a most troubling incident occurred.
One member of a group of young men flung a cup of

ing staff members that kelp keep the cedt^ clean. Two
of these three people are eldeiiy women who deserve
much better treatment than this and should not have to
concern themselves with such childlike behavior.

May we suggest that each of you hold your
^friends" in check when you see behavior leading to any
of these infringements. For example, could it be diat
throwing trash at the trash can instead of in the trash can,
on some level, could lead to dangerously throwing a cup
of cola on a table of fellow students or staff one floor
below?

Safety is the responsibility of each and every one of
us. Let's hold each other in check and keep TSU safe
comfortable and appealing for us all. Report strangers or

suspicious behavior, inside and outside, to the informa
tion desk. Remember to carry your ID card at all times

because if you are asked to present it by a TSU staff,
security, or police officer, you must producb it
Our job is to help prepare you for life in die "real
world," please help us to accomplish this goal. We

appreciate your cooperation and look forward to serving
you in the future.

cola down from the second floor hall into the cafeteria

Thanks

TSU Campus Center Staff

where people were sitting. These were three hardwoik-

Scholarship Opportunities
Below you will find

requests must be done

Center

mc.org

infonnation on various

online at www.all-

900 Second Ave. South

This scholarship is

minority scholarships
available to help with
college costs. For more

ink.com / storeinfo / schol

Minneapolis, MN 55402

awarded to ethnic

arship/ scholarship.html

information, visit

Baccalaureate

(612)347-7000
www.fredlaw.com/ recru
it/scholar

minority undergradu
ates studying religion,
jotumalism, or mass

http://eric-web.tc.coltun-

Scholarship Program

This scholarship spon

bia.edu, a clearinghouse
for the U.S. Department

ADHA Institute for Oral
Health Baccalaureate

sors educational oppor

of Education.

Scholarship Program
444 North Michigan

students.

Thiugood Marshall
Scholarship Fund

tunities for minority law

communications.

All-Ink.com College
Scholarship

Ave., Ste. 3400

The Leonard M.

Thurgood Marshall
Scholarship Fund

Chicago, XL 60611

Ferryman

TMSF Selection

Program

(312) 440-8900

Communications

Committees

www.all-ink.com
All-Ink.com awards

This program offers

100 Park Avenue, 10th

between $250 and

preparing to teach den
tal hygiene or training

Scholarship for Ethnic
Minority Students
Scholarship Committee

funds for students

Floor

United Methodist

New York, NY 10017
(212) 878-2988

for dental projects in

Communications

Applicants must be U.S.

communities.

Public Media Division

citizens, have a 3.0 mini

PO Box 320

mum CPA, and be

Nashville, TN 37202-

admitted to an HBCU.

are December 31 and

Fredrickson & Bjrron
Minority Scholarship

July 31, and application

1100 International

scholarships@umcom.u

$2,500, twice a year, and
is open to all students.
There is a minimum 2.5

CPA required. The
application deadlines

0320
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Alpha Phi Alpha Hazing Could End Greeks at Lincoln

.

In 1994, the Lincoln University

chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity,
Inc. received a five-year suspension from
the campus for hazing. After the chapter
returned in 1999, an Alpha pledge was
hospitalized after being beaten. Lincoln
University is currently considering

^9 ca;;"'""'
Kappa Assault Charges Dismissed

removing all Greek letter organizations
from campus.

The Alpha chapter of Alpha Phi
Alpha at Cornell University has been per
manently removed after a hazing victim

Omegas File Countersuits against
Participants In Alleged Hazing

won a $7 million lawsuit against the fra

ternity and the university.

Incidents

Six members of the Southeast

Missouri State University chapter of

Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc. were
arrested and charged with involuntary
manslaughter after a pledge was beaten,

body slammed and tackled repeatedly
until he was unconscious.

Later, the members drove him past a

voluntarily "trading wood" in a contestto
see who was the toughest.

The University of South Florida

chapter of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.
was suspended for four years afterbeing

hospital and put him to bed, where he charged with paddling pledges.
died. Kappa Alpha Psi was later ordered
to pay the victim's family $2.25 million History repeats itself on
in damages.

Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc. was

paddling' incident

the running track

Of course,the police and doctors and
Green's family and friends also believed
his death to be an isolated incident.
On March 27, 1987, Harold Thomas
was also believed to be in excellent

health. The 25-year-old, well-developed,
muscular man was a student at Lamar

University in Beaumont, Texas, and evi
dence in the form of receipts show that

p.m., he was pronounced dead on amval.
A subsequent autopsy revealed no drugs
or pre-existing conditions that may have
caused his death.

After several other tests, forensic

pathologists determined that I'homas had
died of heart failure as a result of severe
heat exhaustion and overexertion.
When James A. Morris, Jr. heard the

story of how Green died, he says history
repeated
itself. Morris is a lawyer at the
day had paid dues to become members of
Thomas and three other men present that

forced to pay $375,000 in 1997 - the
When Joseph Green Jr. collapsed on the Lamar University chapter of Omega,
largest hazing settlement to be paid in a
Maryland case in which the victim sur a high school running track near Psi Phi.
According to police records and the
vived. When Joseph Snell pledged the Tennessee State University in late
reports of reluctant witnesses, Thomas
Chi Delta chapter at the University of January, his friends and family immedi
collapsed after running for six miles on
ately
said
hazing
was
responsible.
Maryland College Park in 1993, he was
beaten, whipped and forced to undergo a
strict regiment of running, jumping and
other physical activities.
Snelldropped from theline afterfive

Green's mother, Nashville's Lentora

the university track without water or

Parker, said her son was pledging the
Rho Psi chapter of Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity, Inc., and that her son was "run

breaks.

of his seven line brothers suffered severe

to death."

Provost and Umphrey Law Firm in

Beaumont, Texas, and successfully sued
Lamar University and Omega Psi Phi on
behalf of the estate of Harold Thomas.
"I can't believe it, that's exactly

what happened here," Morris said.
However, that has not yet been

The weather that day was fairly nor

proved, or even implicated.

All results from Green's autopsy
mal for the spring time in southeastern
have
not been confirmed or released. No
Texas - about 80 degrees and humid.
charges
have been brought and no one at
According to witness reports, the young
men were supposed to report to the TSU (or any other school or organiza
Lamar University track for a two-mile tion) has been implicated in or accused of

No other allegations or charges of
injuries, ranging from a fractured ankle
hazing
have been brought against Omega
and a concussion to a ruptured spleenand
Psi
Phi
or TSU in the case of Joseph
a collapsed lung. Another pledge suf
Green,
but
Parker is considering legal "jog." Then, after the pledges showed up any wrongdoing.
fered a severe chest injury after being hit
late, witnesses say that David Smith, the
with a rock. Other lawsuits are still action in the future, depending on the
Omega
member the pledges identified as
The Law
results
of
future
tests.
pending. The chapter was banned for
being
responsible
for
overseeing
the
While
the
toxicology
and
drug
five years, and 24 Omegas were arrested.
Hazing in any form is expressly pro
A Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. screens of Green's blood still have not activity, extended the distance to six
miles.
It
was
about
3:20
in
the
afternoon
been
tested
by
a
backed-up
forensics
lab
hibited
in section 49-7-123 of Tennessee
pledge was placed in the intensive care
when
the
pledges
began
jogging.
oratory,
pathologists
know
that
the
young
State law. The law also has a specific
unit after she was hazed at Norfolk State
At 4:25 p.m., Thomas collapsed. He definition of hazing:
University in Virginia. Nine members man had no marks or bruises on his body,
were expelled after the incident - two

were just weeks from graduation.
Last year, a Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity, Inc. pledge suffered perma

nent kidney damage after being paddled.
To avoid accusations of hazing, the chap

ter's president allegedly claimed the
pledge was already a member and was

and was in excellent health. Police offi

had not stopped running to either drink

cers and witnesses say thatGreen was in water or take salt tablets. After the other
good health, and there were no indica students tried giving Thomas fluids and
tions that his body would not be able to throwing water on him, the emergency
handle even an excessive amount of run

medical services were called. Almost 90

ning. The autopsy revealed no drugs or minutes had elapsed.
When
Thomas
pre-existing conditions that may have
caused his death.

arrived

at

Beaumont's Baptist Hospital at 7:09

a) As used in this section, unless the
context otherwise requires:
(1) "Hazing" means any intentional
or reckless act in Tetmessee on or ojf the

property of any higher education institu
tion by one (1) student acting alone or
with others which is directed against any

See ''Hazing" on Page 9
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Franklin Raines:

The first Black CEO of a Fortune 500 company
Groundbreaking

^

something that
that would
would create
create an
an
l something

excuse for people not to choose a
second
second or
or third
third or
or a
a fourth,"
fourth," said
said

on his company's
'

.

true diversity and
1 '

9

1

Pi*

^

Raines.

He insists Fannie Mae is
is suc
suc-

cessful because
of its
its diversity,
diversity, not
not
Ij rt ycessful
because of

•aPI just
lust its business strategies.

service to his local

B|

."We're
-We-re asuccessful
a successful company
company

not just in terms
terms of
our profitability
notJust
of our
profitability

COfHtHtlftitU

and returns to our shareholders, but

also in terms of our diversity,"

By Henderson Hill HI
Community View Writer

Raines said.
Fannie

PHOTO COURTESY OF EBONY MAGAZINE

Franklin D. Raines

first Black CEO and chairman of a

fortune 500 company.

of the trillion- dollar American

Raines is now the head a the

multi-billion dollar company Fannie
Mae, which is the 26th largest cor
poration in the world. He is the first
Black to head one of the nation's

largest public companies.
He leaves the tightly-con
formed world of the government to
tlie limitless

creative

world

of

Corporate America.
Fannie Mae is involved in an

important role of home financing.
The company buys up mortgages
from lending institutions and sells
them on the secondary market.

mortgage market.
Since Raines' appointment in
January of 1999, he has made

moves for growthand expansion for
an already successful company.
Under his leadership the company
has started

its "American Dream"

initiative, which has filters $2 tril

lion into the housing finance market

in effort to increase homeownership
rates among minorities and womenheaded households, in hopes to cre
ate developmentof affordable hous
ing in the inner cities and older sub
urbs.

The reason his venture is so

With all of Raines' success, he

profitable is because this public ser
vice keeps mortgage money in cir
culation. Congress refers to Fannie
Mae as a "government-sponsored
enterprise," since the corporation
was a government-created institu

still contends that he is a person

with ariight fear of failure. "
Any time you're a 'first' in one

Mae

tion in 1938, and controls one-fifth

more

than

' ny as a whole.
Twenty-two percent of the
company's officers are minorities,

as well as 24 percent of its manage
ment group.

Raines brags about the fact that
such a prominent company, that just
|
so happens to be run by a minority
"
now, has great diversity.
"Our goal has been to create a

work environment that looks like

America." Raines said.

With this new position Raines
has also been deemed a community
leader. Raines believes in contribut

ing his much gained success to the
youth that have narrow ranges of
opportunities, as well as those who
are influenced by his accomplish
ments.

j

Raines and his wife, Wendy,"

have donated over $1 million for
African-American

of these highly visible jobs, there's Harvard,
j
"Snd the

always some pressure to make sure
to make sure that you don't do

has

4,000 employees, 54 percent are
women, including 41 of the compa
ny's officers and 44 percent of its
management group. Minorities
make up 41 percent of the compa-

Former budget director of the
Office of Management and Budget
(0MB) at the White House, Harvard
graduate, and Rhodes Scholar,
Franklin D. Raines, has become the

courage and vision

excuse for people not to choose a

*j
7 •
ij:
i^tu prtaes
ntmselj
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Women's History Month Celebrating women of

studies

at

construction of a

By Tosha Jones
Community View Writer
Since 1987, America has dedicated the entire

month of March to honor women who have rnade sig
nificant contributions to our nation's culture. Although
the celebration is relatively new. National Women's
History Month has gained a great deal of popularity in
the United States.

A large portion of the story of the historical
achievements by women in our society has never real
ly been told. In a study conducted in 1992, it was
found that only two to three percent of history texts
contained information on the accomplishments of
America's women. This is one of the key problems
that the founders of the National Women's History
Project, a group of five women in Santa Rosa,
California, were on a mission to solve in the year
1980.

The members of NWHP each year devote exten
sive efforts to promote the exploration and study of the
heritage of our nation's women that sometimes seemto have gone unnoticed. The organization teams up
with national and local media sources to broadcast

information on the history of Women's Month and

they lead national educational and public campaigns
such as "Women Get the Vote" in 1995, and "Living
the Legacy. The Women's Rights Movement," in
1998.

This year's theme for National Women's History
Month is "Celebrating Women of Courage and
Vision." The NWHPhas chosen six women that they
wish to honor ranging from political activist and civil
rights advocates to artist and engineers.
In our salute to the women of our past, The Meter
will honor Dr. AJexa Canady, who in the 1970's,
became the first woman, and also the first African
American, neurosurgeon.
Canady was bom on November 7,1950 in
Lansing, Mich. She had one younger brother and

recreational center in Seattle for

underprivileged youths.*

See "Canady'^ on Page 8

Hazing violations cost schools and organizations millioni
Continued from Page 7

dent, or which induces or coerces a stu

(b) Each higher education institu
tionshall adopt a writtenpolicyprohibit
ing hazing by any student or organiza
tion operating under the .sanction of the
institution. The policy shall be distrib

dent to endanger such snident's mental

uted or made as'oilable to each student at

or physical health or safety.
"Hazing" does not include custom
ary athletic events or similar contests or
competitions, and is limited to those

the beginning of each school year. Time
.shall be .set aside during orientation to
specifically discuss the policy md its
ramifications as a crimUuil offense and
the institutional penalties that may be
imposed by the higher education institu
tion. [Acts 1995, ch. 500, § I.J
The fourth policy on Student
Organizations, according to the TSU

other student, that endangers the mental
or physical health or safety of that stu

actions taken and situations created in

connection with initiation into or affilia
tion with any organization; ami
(2) "Higher education institution"
means a public or private college, com
munity college or university.

Student Handbook states:

ual shall engage in or condone anyform

cajoling individuals into secrecy in
regard to breaches {planned, threatened,

ofhazing.

attempted, or perpetrated) of hazing

No student organization or individ

Hazing shall include, but not be lim

restrictions also is prohibited.
Hazing activities that are in viola
tion of any other institution or school

ited to, any action taken or situation tre
ated intentionally to produce mental or
physical discomfort, embarrassment, or regulations .such as the misuse of alco
ridicule; anyform of verbal harassment hol, drugs, school property, etc.. are
or abuse; and participation in public strictlyforbidden.
Washington, D.C. lawyer Douglas
stunts,or morally degrcuiing or humiliat
Fierberg
represented Joseph Snell and
ingbeliavujT or games, whetheron or off
other hazing victims, and has garnered
campus.
Excessive demands on a .student's payments from fraternities and sororities
ranging from 375,(KX) to $2.25 million.*
timeso as to interferewithacademic per
formance are prohibited. Threatening in
any manner or form for the puqtose of

Page 8
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Canady learns locally, goes on to historic appointment as the first Black women neurosurgeon
munity, but it spoke volumes for the
capacity of women to provide outstand
ing service in one of our nation's most
respected fields.
Today, Canady is the director of
neurosurgery at Children's Hospital in
Detroit and a professor at Wayne State
University. She also wants to change the
way African Americans are perceived as
doctors and patients.

Continued firom Page 7
together they were educated in schools
where they were the only two Black stu

dents. Her father was a graduate of the
School of Dentistry of Meharry Medical
College and her mother was a graduate of
Fisk University.

As a high school student, Canady
showed her promise of success as she

She commented that: "treatment of

was chosen as a National Achievement

African Americans has often stemmed

Scholar in 1967, and in 1975 she proved
her merit when she began her residency
at Yale New Hane Hospital and was later

from

butions on research in neu-

roendoscopy, hydrocephalus,
and head injury.
She has been an impact
on the world of medicine, but

more importantly she has rep
resented the strength and
vision possessed by many
women in our nation and is

merely one illustration of
women's historical achieve
ments.*

presumptions and preconceived

notions, rather than from documented
studies," and she feels that there is not

appointed as the first female and first

enough research that targets the Black
community to locate specific health concems that only they face.
Canady has made numerous contri

Black to a residency in neurosurgery.
This great accomplishment not only
opened doors for other Blacks her com

Alexa Canady (right)

Director's Chair - Oscars, Brothers and Heartbreakers
Derrick (D.L. Hughley) all best friends
trying to fight the
trials of and tribu

lations in a rela

tionships.
Morris

Chesfiut gives
a

won

der-

m

The Brothers
One word can only describe this
movie...wonderful.

Four lovely Black men star in this

film that is described as "Refusing to
Exhale that takes in on a journey of how
these men cope withlove, sex and friend
ship which leads into two important
lessons learned, honesty and commit
ment.

Now I know that everyone is
thinking that it going to be another
Best Man, but it is not. This is one of

those film that gives a woman the
inside track on how guys relate to
each other and how they see
women.

In the film, you have
your reformed playboy Terry
(Shemar Moore), the commit
ment shy Jackson (Morris
Chesnut), the old school bach
elor Brian (Bill Bellamy),
and the very married

ful performance in this film as well as

lookingmighty fme in it to while Hughley
and Bellamy were hilarious as well as
charming too.

But the best performance was by
"Young

and the

Restless

star

Shemar Moore. Ladies if you
are a fan of the show, then you

Crouching
Hidden Dragon
Posing as a martial arts cinema mas
terpiece, Crouching Tiger, Hidden

Dragon is a mesh of action, romance,
mystery, and suspense.

will really love him in this
The Brothers is one of

the best films to come out

this year. It is great to
finally see a movie that
doesn't portray Black
men as drug dealers or

murders, instead it por
trays all the men as
successful, smart, and

sexy business men and
that a

With the cinematic

genius

of

Taiwanese director/ producer Ang Lee,

movie.

movie worth

seeing. Sparkle Davis

cinematography by Peter Pau, a screen

play written by Hui Ling Wang, Kuo Jung
Tsai and others; and with amazing acting
by Michelle Yeoh, Zhang Ziyi, Chang
Chen, Michelle Khan, and Chow Yun-Fat,
movie goers cannot leave this movie
unsatisfied.

Though this foreign film is shown in
Chinese with English subtitles, one

becomes accustomed to the dialogue as
the plot unfolds to a movie story line that
ranks undoubtedly as one of this years
best.

See "Hearts" on Page 9
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Dead heat to Oscar's top prize
folks, was a great

By Alan C. Beard
Sports Editor
Before

the

Benicio

Best

Picture

was

the

Best

Supporting Actor
category, for his
portrayal of an
incorruptible cop
who will stop at
nothing to help end
the drug problem

Oscars a piece. "Traffic" and "Crouching
Tiger, Hidden Dragon" won awards in all
the major categories including Best Film
Editing, Best Cinematography, Best
Adapted Screenplay, and Best Foreign
Language Film. "Gladiator" on the other

hand had only one major win, which was
in the Best Actor category for Russel
performance

The

The films other trophies came for

Hollywood, finally
got the icing on her

Maximus.

was

technical stuff like Best Visual Effects,

Best Sound, and Costume Design.
Who would win the nights top prize?
Well after Steven Soderbergh won

the film appeared to be the

that

PHOTO COURTESY OF YAHOO.COM

Ms.

Was Marcia Gay Harden's Best

Julia

rable Academy mistakes think "Do the

Right Thing" or "The Color Purple."
Ask yourself, how does a film win

in

"Pollack" really an upset?

only the fifth time the winner of the

Wrong! Wrong! The Academy Awards
are supposed to honor the "BEST" in

"Erin
The

ers" did not leave

for Best Picture of the year win neither its
director, cinematographer, editor, or

us disappointed on
this night.

Crowe star, write, direct, edit, and per

"Queen of one-lin

film, but failed to do that this year.

Many aic saying that Marcia Gay

the best of the five.

a TV (referring to

sons. Soderbergh was also nominated for
On a happier note, Russel Crowe did the fact that he likes
directing "Erin Brokovich" so maybe finally take home gold, after not winning to cut off long
they felt obliged to give him the Oscar for last year in the category for his impecca acceptance speech

ly someone changed their vote. Wrong!

ble work in "The Insider". He was really

surprised to hear last years Best Actress
winner Hilary Swank call his name. That

screenwriter get honored? Did Russel
form his own stunts in "Gladiator?"

She instructed

Harden's BestSupporting Actress win for the director of the
Hidden Dragon") did not take home the "Pollack" was an upset. I have to dis orchestra to, "put
Best Director award at the Oscars.
agree, by just judging from the clips they your little stick
So in retrospect the academy did showed for each nominee she was clearly down I already have

one of the two films.Ang Lee was seen as
a shoe-in after his DGAwin but obvious

It was reminiscent of other memo

Actress for her role
Brokovich."

make history, but for all the wrong rea

What! "Gladiator" (now if that isn't

a head scratcher), that's right folks they
did it again.

Roberts won Best

Supporting Actress win for

prize (Ang Lee, who was the more
desei-ving, for his brilliant work on the
best film of 2000 "Crouching Tiger,

would he be calling out "Crouching Tiger,
Hidden Dragon" already a winner in the
Best Foreign Language Film category.
Would the academy make history twice in
one night?
Drum role please, "And the Oscar
goes to
"Gladiator!"

20 million a movie
career.

front-runner for the top prize.
In Oscar history Soderbergh's win is
Directors Guild of America (DGA) top

How fitting it would be for him to belt out
"Traffic" a film in, which he starred or,

great

story of the night

"Traffic"

fever pitch and finally Michael Douglas
appeared, to announce the Best Picture.

in "Traffic."

as

the Best Director statue for his work in

screamed and laughed for joy and then
told us all, "I love the world, I'm so
happy."
Well the anticipation had grown to a

List with his win in

Awards, three films were locked with four

inspiring

Del

Tore, jumped to
Hollywood's
A-

announced at the 73rd annual Academy

Crowe's

promised televisions to the shortest
acceptance speeches) and I'm going to
thank everyone."
At the end of her speech she

Oscar moment!

Well one thing is certain, this years.
Academy Awards, will go down in histo
ry as the year the Academy, didn't know

PHOTOS COURTESY OF
• USA FILMS,
DREAMWORKS SKG,
AND SONY PICTURES

what the hell they were doing. Well there

CLASSIC

is one word that has become synonymous

These three films

each had four wins

es, as ordered by heading into the
the producers of the the best picture cat
show,

I

think not!

with the voting process all across
America, that's right I urge the Academy
to have, RECOUNT!

who egory.

Hearts are broken and cons are made in Heartbreakers
er daughter con artist team, that sets unsuspecting times I think I know more about this than you."
The thingstheydueto getwhat they want will leave
Rockefellars up to get aU of their money. Sigoumey
Weaver stars as (she has so many alias' in the film I some people saying, "yeah right" but others will simply
The plot consists ofeverything the typical movie can't remember her name so will just call her mother) laugh at how inventive their schemes really are. Anne
viewer would want in a film. If you like Bruce Lee, who marries rich men and has her daughter Page played Bancroft makes a cameo in the film as the mentor of
Jackie Chan, The Matrix, Eat Drink Man Woman, you'U by Jennifer Love Hewitt, seduce them so she can Sigoumey Weaver's character.
divorce them and get her cut. They head for Palm Beach
The film hits all the right notes at all the right
love this movie.
Without spoiling the "good parts" for those who where Page thinks she can get go off on her own in the moments. Liotta and Hackman's characters are dead on
have not seen Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon take family business.
in their portrayals, of an illegal repo-man from Jersey
heed that it is an eye opening account ofnew love and
They give it their all in portraying two of the (you know what that is) and an on his death bed billion

From previous page

love lost, as well as old martial arts masters along with

sneakiest women on Earth. There unconventional meth

aire, who seems like he has chronic bronchitis but yet

the rising of new masters.
With the lack of well structured movies lately,

ods are hilarious and Love Hewitt will have teenage
guys goingbackto see the film over andoveragain. She

can't live without a cigarette.

Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon provides an oasis
among a dry industry gradually becoming moistened

said she is trying to drop the goody-goody image. Well
guys let me be the fu^t to tell you, she's done it. Yup,

forget anytime soon. The film for what its worth, is a

with emerging creativity. Jamarran E'mil Moss

she's really done it!

when Love Hewitt bends o\pr in those short skirts and

Heartbreakers

B+

The film Heartbreakers looks at the life of a moth

This leads to some hilarious scenes that you won't

good effort by all involved. And justsoyou know guys,

Ray Liotta and Gene Hackman also star as just tight pants, you are not at home and you can't rewind.
"two" of the men they con. As Weaver's character says Alan C. Beard*
at one point in the film, "I've been married thirteen

Page 10
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Assistant Football Coach Andre Creamer suspended by OVC
Defensive "reflex" of clotheslining visiting player causes incident
By Paul Cameron
Sports Writer
On October 26, 2000, in Richmond,

Ky., the Tennessee State University
Tigers football team was engaged in a
battle on the gridiron, when something
highly unusual happened.

^

TSU defensive coordinator Andre

Creamer, extended his forearm as a reflex

to defend himself from an oncoming
player not intentionally striking the play
er, according to the official TSU press
release.

The officials issued no penalties and
when I talked with Eastem Kentucky's
head football coach Roy Kidd about the
incident he said, he new nothing about it

until FoxSports pointed it out to him. The
player whom Coach Creamer struck

response

never mentioned the events to Kidd.

to

When asked about injures or physical

C o a c h

Reese also said, "the team will work

pain inflicted during the incident Coach
Kidd responded by saying, "It might

Reese

out as planned and play as if Creamer

be able to participate in practice through

were on the sidelines. The defense will

be

have hurt Creamers elbow."

Once

Ohio

Valley

out the week to prepare the team for the
games that his suspension covers."

Conference

manded

Creamer's absences should not affect the

Creamer

performance on the field."

j

and han-

Commissioner Beebe was informed of

the incident, he suspended Coach
Creamer for the first three games of the

organized in such a way that

|j

died the

2001-02 season.

Coach Kidd said that the commis

sioners actions may have been a little

investi-

harsh, but the blow looked bad on the

According to the office of the OVC

gation

tape.

commissioner. Creamer could have faced

PHOTO COURTESY OFTSU ATH- inter-

a much harsher penalty, but because of
Creamer's demeanor the commissioner's

LETICS

^

Creamer

„

nally.

-

.
When

penalty was not as severe.

asked

The office of the commissioner also

reprimanded TSU athletics, for not noti
fying them of this incident.

about the sanctions Coach Reese said,

Coach Reese and Coach Kidd were

convinced, that the action of striking a
player was out of character for Coach
Creamer, and that it would not happen
again.*

"the commissioner went by the best
guidelines possible. Coach Creamer will

Men's Track Team withstands five coaching changes, still comes out on top
State University with the expec
tations -of a challenging position

By Chanella Percentie
Guest Sports Writer

rather than an lincomfortable
one.

Tor Qic past lew /cms, the athletic
department has been on a ruthless mis
sion

to

save

the

Tennessee

State

University men's track program. The last
several coaches have proven to be inca
pable of cultivating the program and the
performance of the athletes.
It's a new day, it is also the end of
the 2001 indoor track season and the

future male Olympians of TSU practice
tirelessly.
Some of them stretch their legs for
ward, and others stare into space with
their arms stretched out over their necks,

as the bloodcurdling thought of having
another "new man-in-charge" still races
through their minds.

With a warm-up starting with jump
ing jacks and ending with various drill
routines, anotherlong dayof getting used
to someone else's leadership and coach

\W TO\T\A \\\e. CiMfeT-

bearing conflicts and obstacles
the team has

overcome

and

despite the negative shadows
floating over it, Carter has great
aspirations for his athletes. "I am
proud of my team," says Carter,

3"]

"they have had a very strong
backbone and continue to perseAccording to him, the team L
has suffered tremendously-on the
as
as academically

because of coaching instability.

T

has been that way for as
a redcan

remember.

has to have perseverance,
dedication and a humble heart,"
Tudor bluntly admits, while refer
ring to being successful on the The TSU Men's Track Team

ing philosophies has begun. The runners
ogle Coach Kelly Carter with great admi

track here at TSU.

ration as he makes a casual but notice

ence that he has as a runner here at TSU.

able entrance. He arrives every day early
after taking his two kids, Haley, 4, and
Kyle, 8, to school.
Along with his arrival comes thou
sands of questions from his athletes. This
doesn't bother him, instead he seems
happy with the idea that the athletes are
closely knitted to him and can talk to him
as a friend.
Coach Carter was a n NCAA AilAmerican Team winner in 1988 and
1990.

He came to TSU from Auburn

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE TSU TRACK TEAM

He recalls one specific bad experiIT
1
He says. One time on .u
the way .to a .track
.
_
»ui » I. j .
• r-

meet, some athletes had to miss signifi-

Strength and speed .on the team and also
one of the top Ohio Valley Conference

^

^

•'

cant classes, we arrived at the track meet 400-meter runners He agrees with Tudor
to
to find out that the team had not been
" " ',
'^o^hmg problems. This
entered
entered to
to compete.
compete.
^ey Honor

As aresult, the team members had to
Ac n

hh.

1,.^ tt.

come out of their pockets to purchase
food and other necessities."
He adds that through those long and
challenging two years and five different
coaches, his performance has been rising
and falling. But the experience has for

mender

tak

Society member to take his brains and

from TSU.

He says, "I^ was about to transfer to

MTSU but I'm glad I stayed because it is

a good squad and it is not going to get
anything but better."

As Jones puts on his running shoes
and jogs about a mile everyday as a part

of his warm-up routine, he keeps in mind
that he must stay focused and disciplined.
Although there have been problems with
the program, he points out that former
runners and coaches are doing well for
themselves.

"The good affects that came out of
the bad coaching were that it strength
ened the team and created an environ

ment of team unity and friendship." He
leaves us with this thought saying, "if
you can make it through your years on
and off the track at TSU, you can make it
anywhere."*
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Final Four teams set for Minneapolis starting March 31
By Thomas Thorps

PHOTO COURTESY OF REUTERS

NEWSSERVICE

Sports Writer

Maryland guards Juan
Dixon and Drew

It all 'began with 65 determined
teams, every single team had the vision in
their eyes and the will in their heart to

87-73 win over the num-

win a National Championship. All fought

ber-one seeded Stanford

to get to the Final Four, but many fell on
the way. The flightsare scheduled and the

Cardinals March 24 to

hotel rooms booked. The sold out tickets

Nicholas celebrate their

advance to the Final
PHOTO COURTESY OF SPORTSLINE.COM

read March 31, 2001 defending champi

Arizona center Loren Woods cuts

on Michigan State vs. Arizona and Duke
vs. Maryland.

down'the net.

be

long. In this greatly anticipated game he
shot just 3 of 15 from the field finishing
with nine points.

Maryland's first FinalFour appearance in
school history, Michigan State is making
it's 3rd Final Four appearance in 4 years,
Arizona has been through so much tur

definitely can't be overlooked as far as
the amount of scrutiny and struggle that
they have faced all season long. These

Each of the teams have a signifi
cance

behind

them.

This

will

moil this season that they deserve to be in
the fight for the crown and Duke is sim
ply becoming a dynasty.
In every tournament you have your
Cinderella teams, this years Cinderella
team seemed to be #11 Temple
University. Their run ended in the Elite
Eight against the Michigan State
Spartans 69-62. Then there were those
who were expected to be in Final Four
position. O'liibi Cuiiateiy #/ Wrnors' run

for the championship came to an abrupt
end at the hands of the Arizona Wildcats

87-81. Big Ten Player of the Year Frank
Williams played a tremendous part in the
mini's winning and losing all season

The season of the Arizona Wildcats,

cardiac cats have looked failure in the
face and devoured it. This same team was

the Final Four, but others

believe they earned their just
do and could be in position to
knock oif the favored Duke
Blue Devils. The ultimate

favorites to go on to the
championship round is Duke
University and Michigan
State University. Setting up a
would be re-match of the
Final Four from 1999, when

the pre-season No. 1 team and favorite to

Duke went on to the champi- MPHHB

win the NCAA Tournament. They suf

onship

fered spontaneous defeats through out the

Connecticut Huskies.

season, but their record still stands at 27

The question still looms
does the Spartans have
enough veteran experience or
even self determination to go the distance

wins and 7 loses.

The roller coaster season started off

with two suspensions, the death of Bobbi
Olson, Coach Lute Olson's wife, and
early struggles. Rlcliard Jeffcison
who missed games after violating
NCAA rules, scored 18 points, six
blocks and five rebounds Sunday.
Some critics say that the
MarylandTerrapins should not be in

to

lose

to

the •

I

^

and repeat as NCAA Champs. One thing

is certain, who ever goes on to win the
2001 NCAA crown, will deserve it.*
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^or iJie CPasi ^en years...
A look back at the Hefner administration, where

we have been and what has been accomplished
Hefner also wanted to communicate

dation.

By Raynata Y. Reed
News Writer

The
Ned
Ray
McWherter
Administration Building houses the
office of a man who describes himself as

4;jnodest."
Outside the double honey brown
doors that lead to his office, there is a

hanging mobile that swings from the ceil
ing with bold colors of orange, white,
blue and gold. They are intricately mold
ed into sharp angles that are delicate and
striking. Three gray, square statues
adorned with geometrical shapes sit atop
a window sill that looks out toward the

amphitheater.

Through the honey brown doors lies
soft blue carpeting and humble furnish
ings that are elegant in their simplicity.
Plain floral upholstery rests on the chairs
that are separated by a dark, mahogany
wood table decorated with such maga
zines as National Black Forum, Black

Enterprise and Black Issues in Higher
Education.

The atmosphere is relaxed, encom

passing an airofdignity atthe same time.
It is certainly one of the finer offices at
Tennessee State University, belonging to
the "modest" man who was appointed
TSU's sixth president, Dr. James A.
Hefner.

"The search committee is represent

ed by faculty, staff, students and other
people in the community," said Mary
Morgan, the director of communications
for TBR. "Board policy maintains that

TSU student body.
In speculating about how the stu

there must be two faculty members, two
students, one of which is president of the

communication, he said he hopes that

Student Government Association or his

they appreciate what he has done for

or her designee, one alumnus, one sup
port employee, one administrator, one
representative from the institution's busi
ness community and at least one member
from the community at large and one
appropriate representative."

them.

Resumes are reviewed, references
are checked and three to five candidates
are chosen for final selection. The final-

Some find that he is accessible to the stu
dents and in tune with their needs, and
others are indifferent.

• ists also are invited to the campus for
daylong visits to meet with faculty, stu
dents, staff, alumni, community groups
and the advisory committee.
The advisory committee, as well as

faculty, staff, students and the communi
ty may also let the chancellor know their

did not have and wants to bestow on the

dents would rate him and his efforts for

"Hopefully, students have appreciat
ed this and hopefully their rating of me is
high because I think very highly of
them," he said.

Student opinion of Hefner varies.

"I believe Dr. Hefner has a good

relationship with the students," said
Jamelle Jones, a business administration

major from Memphis. "I am a freshman
and there have been many things that that
have been confijsing to me."
Jones said Hefner has been accessi

sion, talks with the candidate he wants to

ble and helped guide her through her first
year as a college student.

recommend about salary and other issues,

"There have been countless times

views.

The chancellor reaches a deci

and takes that name to the board for

when I just wanted to talk to Dr. Hefner

approval. In 1991 TSU students and fac
ulty played an active role in appointing

dents can be viewed from two different

and he would always squeeze me in," she
said. "He's a very busy man and there's
no way he can sit with over 8,000 stu
dents a day; he's doing a wonderful job
and there is nothing I would change about

angles, onefromHefnerand onefrom the

his methods."

Hefner.

Hefner's relationship with the stu

April 1 marks Hefner's 10-year
students themselves.
anniversary, and what a decade it has
"I hope I rate pretty high with the
been. Many of the students at TSU have students, at least those that I come in con
not been here half the time Hefner has,

with students through memorandum,
another aspect of his college days that he

tact with," Hefner said. "I'm the modest

Jones is not the only one who gives

praise and support to the president's
effort to keep the lines of communication
open between him and the students.

but much has transpired in the last 10
"Hefner has done a good job work
type. My perception is that I am well
years for the TSU campus, student body liked by the students. Whetheror not that ing with the students and seeing that their
and faculty under Hefner'sleadership.
is the reality, I'm not sure. But I try to problems are taken care of," said
With Fisk University's president

leaving after only two years, it is impor
tant to reflect on what the last 10 years
have meant to TSU in terms of its grow

ing and thriving and how the president
feels about TSU and his accomplish
ments.

make it a point to eat with the students as
often as I can. I also make it a point to
visit the dormitories.... I have visited dor

mitories and talked to students because I
. Student Government Association and a
like students."

Hefner also started a dormitory lec
ture series.

He started these lecture

The process of appointing Hefner 10
series, he said, so that students can have
years agofell notonlyin the hands of the
what he did not have in college.
Tennessee Boardof Regents but involved
"I felt that our students needed a
a number of other specifics in which the
faculty and students were given a say as
to whether or not this man could well
lead TSU into the 21st century.

The president of a TBR institution is
decided upon by the chancellor of the
TBR system, which is advised by a com
mittee of 14 or more, including up to six
members of the TBR board. The board

either accepts or rejects that recommen

Damyon Thompson, a junior business
information systems and computer sci
ence major from San Jose, Calif.
Damyon is representative-at-large in the

quality of life inside the dormitories as
well as outside," he said. "You get it in

Association and I think it's important for
us to work together for the betterment of
the university."

A student body of more than 8,000 is
a lot for one man to handle. So, despite
the memoranda he regularly sends stu
dents, the lecture series and lunch with
students, some students feel left out of

the president's circle of priority, or have
not been aware of the president's efforts
to keep the lines of communication open.
"(Hefner's relationship with the stu
dents is) not so good," said Edward
Thornton, a junior mass communications

major from Memphis. "The reason...is
that he does not make himself seen to the

students. And the only time he makes
himself seen is when he is receiving

money to put to basically nothing for stu
dents here at TSU."
Some students also feel that Hefner's
involvement with the students is isolated

to certain groups, such as the student
leaders.

student delegate to the Board of Regents.

"Dr. Hefner is not in touch with the

"Being on the SGA, I have seen him
come out to meetings and interact with
the students," Thompson said. "He has
expressed a genuine concern for the stu
dents and their problems."

common student," said Montez Ross, a

Hefner said his involvement with the

the classroom, but what about the dormi

student leaders of the SGA is a crucial

tory...I looked into how one should dress,
one should speak, table manners and
talked about opportunities in (topics such
as) medicine, law....Professors come and

element of his presidency.
"I felt I needed to establish regular
monthly meetings with the Student
Government Association," he said. "One

talk about art, music and literature...law

thing that I've always tried to do is work

and graduateand professional programs."

with

the

Student

Government

senior speech communication major from
Nashville. "Heftier is only in communi
cation with students who are involved in

student government or the honors pro
gram."
Dr. Hefner also hopes that he ranks

high among teachers, administrators and
staff members.

He is working with professors to fol

low through on an equity study done
many yearsago. The goal of the studyis
to bring faculty members and professors

March 28,2001
up to a salary level comparable to that of
TSU's peer institutions.

"\^enIcame in 1991," Hefner said,
"therewas a project underway to do that;
but nothing else has been done. So I

seized upon this project and said 'I'm
going to complete it' because I felt that

we needed to do an equity study."
An equity study was done for the

faculty and $1 million was spread among
193 faculty members. A similar project
was done for administration and one is in
the process for clerical workers as well.

"Theseare things thatI felt I needed
to do for the faculty, staffand administra
tors," Hefner said.

Herman Brady, soon to be.professor
emeritus

of

Page 13

Mtitt

the

Communications

Department, was at TSU long before
Hefner came and has the experience to
compare himwith other TSUpresidents.
"He has been an ambassador for

raising money to support the institution
and he has been instrumental in raising
faculty salariw," Brady said. He added,
"He hasbeen a factor ingaining financial
support from large companies for the
institution and I think he's done a good
job for that."

But, overall, Brady is indifferent
about Hefner's accomplishments.
"I am not sure if he has done a great
deal for the university or not," Brady
said. "It is questionable because of the
decisicaa be has made."

Bradyis unsure ifit was a good deci
sion, for instance, to buy into the state's
offer to use Adelphia Coliseum for foot
ball games.
"The funds that were given from the

total research awards that we receive

impressed with what we were doing

equal $25 million dollars, and the same

here," Heftier said of Gore.

"No, not at all," Heftier said, "I just
feel that Termessee State is the best place

Establishing the John Merritt Qassic for me...for what we have done in almost
also is a source of pride for Hefner. He ten years, my coBeagues are smnetimes
said he is proud of establishing the foot
rather envious. Others may like me to
ball home in Adelphia coliseum, though come to their institution because I -have
ly $500,000 per year. Totalgiving...now it is not without criticism. The presid»it had inquiries from other schcrols that
. comments that football players are seen have wanted me, but 1 have always said
exceeds $3 millionper year."
The funds are spread amongstudents by the Titans and they now have state of no. But 1 like TSU. I like the city of
in the form of scholarships for students the art locker rooms for TSU players.
Nashville and 1 like the students that we
from all over the United States and for
The president also addressed the have at the university."
eign countries.
issue of accreditation for TSU.
Future challenges and difficult
Another important aspect of Accr^tation is. a major issue for stu issues tiiat face the president are tiie ris
Hefner's tenure .is the "physical meta dents. Many are worried that a degree ing cost of education, improving legistramorphosis of the campus," he said. "1 am from a program without specific accredi - tion and the consent decree. The consent
very pleased about overseeing, since tation will hinder their chances of obtain decree, according to Hefner, will provide
1991, the building of eight new facilities ing a job after graduation.
both a challenge and an opportumty.
on campus and renovating virtually every
"The school itself is accredited," he Actions must be taken to bring in a coi^
building on our main and downtown said. "We were reaffirmed at the last suiting firm to evaluate registration,
campuses. 1 feel very good about being a . Southem Association of Colleges and financial aid and getting a law school,
part of this physical metamorphosis on Schools meeting. There are programs additional building improvements and
campus. It has helped us recruit the best that have accrediting bodies and some the recruitment of non-traoditional stiiand the brightest students and faculty."
that do not, and that is why you do not dents.
Hefner also says" that he is proud have accreditation next to them."
"The opportunities are really the
that, since he has been here, endowed
Two programs that Hefner is worh- challenges and we have the t^^^Kindunity
chairs in business and engineering as ing on to receive accreditation are com to make TSU all tiiat it can be,"" Hiefrier
well as endowed professorships and puter science and chemistry.
said.
scholarships have developed.
"All other programs at TSU are
Mixed feelings still exist as to.
''When 1 came in 1991, it was accredited and there are some programs whether Heftier has done all he can for
embarrassing that a school of TSU's that don't have accrediting bodies so you the student body. Smne of Hefner's
quality did not have a chair, so I asked can't expect them to be accredited, " he accomplishments are impressive to some
Dr. Thomas Frist.].to work with me. He said.
"The University in totality is while they leave others feeling indiffer
gave us $600,000 and the state matched, accredited by the Southem Association ent;
that and so we had our first ch^ of oY Colleges and Schools."
"Dr. He&er...has focused more on
extellende in timepqrEnenaarb5hip...and~1he
Hefner added that, with ah die things improving tiie physical appeaiance (of
Frist Chair of Excellence is worth $1.2 . that TSU has done, there is no way that it the school)than mending serious internal
progress that we have made in research

can be seen in alumni giving; In 1991,
alunmi giving wasf roughly $65,000.
Today, alumni give the university rough

million dollars."

A chair in banking and financial ser
vices has been established under
Hefner's term worth $1.5 million dollars.

could not be accredited. He noted the

presence of honor societies such as
Golden Key, Phi Kappa Phi and other
factors as well.

state could have been, used to build our

He also wanted a chair in engineering

own stadium, like at MTSU," he said.
Hefner, however, sees the move to

and received a $1.5 million chair, die

The president also said that students
who worry about not getting jobs because

Massey Chair, after going to the federal

of programs that are hot accredited need

Adelphia as one of his accomplishments government
A variety of sources has contributed
during his time at TSU. He outlines his
accomplishments at TSU with a timeline to establishing endowed chairs in busi

not be concemed. The accreditation of a

ness and in various scholarships.

program is seen as just being "icing on
the cake," he said.

conflicts," Ross said.
Thomtim, however, fisted the new

buildings as one of Hefner's strides
help the school since he has been here.
Thomton did have some areas of
concern as well

"He (Hefner), is trying to break
school tradition by talcing homecoming
out of Hale Stadium, bringing in minori
ties to an HBCU mid putting money into

"The school itself has good profes
things that the students do not need."
sors,"
he
said,
"and
companies
want
to
Ross' praise for the presideut comes
have transpired over the last decade
literature led him to establish the
see how good you are. We are producing from the president's efforts to gain fame
under his tenure.
Hefner notes that TSU has more Showstoppers. Hefner goes to various students who are doing the job and doing for the school.
"Dn Hefner has helped to bring in
robotic telescopes in one location than colleges during the summer months to it well- People who graduate are getting
anyother college or university or organi-. see what they have so he can bring ideas good jobs...but 1 do want all of our pro the media for positive events on cam
back to TSU. He went to one college and grams accredited."
pus," Ross said. "Hefner is fond of giv
zation in the world. The status of the uni
A great number of events have taken ing the school exposure to those who
versity has risen dramatically as a result saw a show choir and wanted to have a
of being listed in U.S. News and World show choir at TSU that would sing and place from 1991 to 2001. After 10 years. may have never seen TSU in a positive
light before."
Heftier now is vested and is senior vice
•Report as one of the best national col dance and perform Broadway songs.
The president established a lecture president of the Four Year College
Joneswas more lenient on tiie presi
leges for seven consecutive years.
"1 am also proud of the fact that we series that is attended by students and President Community of the TBR. dent in evaluating the president's efforts.
"Everything he has done, in my
have a chapter of Phi Kappa Phi, a pres faculty. Speakers have gotten excellent Hefuer said he had anticipated being at
reviews.
opinion,
benefits the school in one way
TSU
for
ten
years
because
of
organiza
tigious honor society...and we are the
Hefner
also
is
proud,
he'said,
of
tions
such
as
Alpha
Kappa
Mu
and
or
another,"
Jones said. "That's his main
only one in Nashville."
objective
as
president, to improve TSU.
Hefner also said he is proud that establishing a weekend academy with the Termessee State's reputation in both aca
Tennessee Valley Authority that stimu
Anything that he has done that was
demics and sports.
TSU is accredited in the business pro
With all the accomplishments against popular opinion was pobably
gram at both thegraduate and undergrad- lates a love of learning for children in.
third through sixth grades.
Hefuer has achieved over these ten years something he had to either by law or for
,uate levels.
For six years, Hefner has hosted the as well as the praise and promise he feels student safety.
Research awards are another topic
"People who are quick to criti
that Hefner expounds on, as well as planningforum for the Family Re-Union for it, it had been rumored that Hefner
Conference at Tennessee State University had applied to approximately eleven cize a man in power, obviously, don't
alumni giving.
"When I came in 1991, our research with former \^ce President Gore and his other schools, one of them, being Fisk. understand the many responsibiliti^ that
awards totaled roughly...$8.1 million to wife. Tipper.
The president vehemently denied this power brings."*
"He loved the campus and was very rumor.
$8.5 million dollars," he said. "Today,the
that describes some of the events that

Hefner's interest in art music and
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Those Called to Lead:

The legacy of TSU's past presidents
There was*an air of pride and dignity that

By Raynata Y. Reed

exuded from the students.

News Writer

jeans and name brand T-shirts in fluores
cent colors were not apart of the normal

If it is so hard to say good-bye to
yesterday, why is it so often forgotten?
The modem amenities that grace the
Tennessee State University campus today
were reared under men who walked upon
this campus when the landscape was
m^ch different than what it is in 2001.

It has not been an easy task to bring
TSU from the three building school on

the hill just within the city limits of
Nashville to the meticulously planned
project known as "Big Blue Country"
today. Terms such as "state of the art"
and "multi-million-dollar" facility were

foreign to a fledgling Negro school, bom
in 1912, that would endure many trials

before spreading its wings with the capa
bility of reaching lofty heights for history
books to record.

The majority of TSU students have
known more American presidents in their
lifetime than TSU presidents while
matriculating at the university. Dr. James
A. Hefner, the current president, hails as
the sixth president of the institution. He
has bad his share of controversy during

his time at TSU, most notably the stipu
lation of settlement consent decree, but
he has not been the first to reign when

hardships beset the campus, with hopes
of bringing it out of the storm.
TSU's first forefather, William

Jasper Hale, was elected principal of the
Agricultural and Industrial State Normal
School of Nashville. Serving from 1911
to 1943, Male's soft features and wavy

locks were no physical indication of the
hard work endured as a child. With jobs

that included plowing farms, working in
coke ovens and iron yards and a failed
attempt to raise swine, Hde had little
time for school, though he did attend
High School in Hamilton County. In
those days, school was only in session
during, "vacant work seasons."
Hale saved up enough money to
attend MaryvilleCollege, which enabled
hhn to earn a teaching position in
Coulterville, Tenn. Later, Hale also
secured two positions as'principal at St.
Elmo School and East Fifth Street

Grammar School, both in Chattanooga.
He established a reputation for himself
during his time at East Fifth Street
Granunar school and in

1911

was

appointed to the newly established A and
I State Normal Schoolfor Negroes.
The atmosphere at TSU during this
time was a tight-knit family orientedone.

Faded blue

student attire. Button down oxfords with
sweaters and dress slacks were the norm

for young men. Women wore low heeled
dress shoes and skirts, dresses and nice
blouses. There were no clean construct

ed sidewalks and cleared spaces for easy
mobility around campus, but students
still dressed as refined ladies and gentle
men at their three-building school.

The doors opened on June 19, 1912.
There were 247 students and 15 teachers.

black citizens also was being wonderful
ly remastered and reshaped by this first
family of students.
The post war period of World War I
brought trouble for President Hale.
Soldiers staying on campus brought
chaotic times to the campus and students.
Hale, risking his future with the universi
ty said he would leave the university if
the soldiers did not go. The Tennessee
Board of Education and many wonderful

salary in order to write the history of die
school he had led for 32 years. Howevra;
Hale also would not have any official
connection to the school. Hale declined

and after taking a position with the
United States Treasury Department, he
died in New York City on October 5,
1944.

The next to take the helm was Dr.

men and women supported Hale and his
policy.
During Hale's presidency student

president of the College. Elected into
office on September 1, 1943, Davis

organizations and clubs were founded. In
1920, the first graduating class entered to

four-year program. Better teachers and

giate level. Withacademicprogress slow

administrative officers were secured as

but firm, the A and I State Normal School

the A and I School was soaring to greater
heights.

students.

Hale was given the

Waltear Strother Davis, serving as acting

The early instruction was primarily of an
upper elementary and high school level
with junior and senior classes on a colle

adjusted to the learning abilities of its

August 27, 1943.

option to stay on staff without a change in

become the first freshmen to begin a

The first graduating class of 1924

served from 1943 to 1968. The Davis era

was a rather tranquilone that was marked
by the advocacy of strong academic and
athletic programs.
Davis recruited talented faculty to

bring fame and prestige to the institution.
He established a speech and drama cur
riculum that gave birth to the TSU

While Hale was president of TSU,
the students were an important part of the

consisted of seven men and one woman

Players Guild under the guidance of

receiving Bachelor of Arts degrees from
physical evolution of the school. the A and I school.
The General Education Board of
Everyone worked beyond what is expect
ed of a student, far outside the realm of^ New York was impressed with the school

Thomas E. Poag.
In athletics, Davis' wining attitude
created a sense of enthusiasm and pride

academics. From classroom to classroom

and offered $100,000 for buildings pro
vided that $230,000 were given to make
a tolal fund of $330,000. President Hale

Kean and Howard C. Gentry, a football

secured $65,000 from black citizens, and

today. Gentry is recorded to have a 23-

$165,000 fix)m the Tennessee General

game unbeaten streak from 1955 to 1957.

Assembly. As a result, the science hall,
the Women's Residence Hall, library and
heating plant were erected.
The social life on campus improved

Davis also recruited "Big John"
Meirittwho sentmany players firom Hale
Stadium to the professional leagues.
Davis also aided in creating a great

and more concrete sidewalks and roads

band. The Aristocrat of Bands has been

were built." Professional landscapingser

present at such historic events such as
John F. Kennedy's inauguial parade and
othergubernatorial parades in Tennessee.

students had to carry their chairs, and to

the dining hall and chapel as well.

Enrollment rose and spacesto sleep were
scarce. Instead of worrying about being
housed in a double or triple room,
dents had to sleep in- crowded rooms,
stairway landings and in hallways.
Boards were placedacross chairs to cre
ate bench-like seatingfor more students.
Reshaping the landscape alsowasan
important concern to the students. It is
said that each student spent at least an
hour a day clearing rocks, harvesting
crops and planting flowers andmaintain
ing buildings andgrounds. Unlike today,
when students may spend their fi-ee time

vices also had been rendered. Graduation

requirements became stricter. Greek let
ter organizations were appearing as well

in students and teachers alike. Under the

leadership of people such as Henry A.

legacy was created that is still impressive

The Davis era was a prosperous one

for the university that ended unlike its
was improving. The school as a whole start, with student demonstrations in the
was going through a phase of revamping late 1960s. Due to ill health, Dr. Davis
resigned in 1968.
between classes in the student center, and remodeling.
Dr. Andrew P. Torrence became the
At the height of forming the institu
alunuii who have long since gone on
were not only full-time studentsbut vol tion into a physical and internal wonder. university's third president, appointed on
unteer employees of the university on President Hale was faced with a greater August 9, 1968. IBs service to the uni
challenge. Late in 1941 it was revealed versity was for a relatively short time,
their own time.
A heating plant shop and a gymnasi that the entire $100,000 fixrm the state for from 1968 to 1974. Dr. Torrence's time
at the university was the beginning of the
um also were built with the assistance of the institution during the fiscal year end
merger
ofTennessee StateUniversity and
ing June 30,1941, had been given back to
students.
President Hale was not a mere fig the state treasury. As a result of saving the University of Tennessee at Nashville.
urehead duringhis years at TSU. In 1931 over the years, the college had in several UTN was a predominantly white school
and 1932, the latter portion of Hale's era, bank accounts a reserve fund of about with students specializing in evening
two new buildings were erected on the $316,000. Thismoney wasto be usedfor classes and non-degree training. There
university's main campus. The industrial the further expansion at the school. were plans to build a multi-million dollar
arts and administration and health build
Therefore, it was possible to retum all facility in Nashville, but a lawsuit was
state funds to the treasury because the brought against the building project by
ings were built.
By 1935, 12 major buildings, four school was now able to operate on stu Rita Sanders-Geir, who believed that the
teacher's cottages,a president's residence dent fees and other revenues.
building would "perpetuate segregaState auditors checked into the mat
and a campusthat was more aesthetically
tion...and insure the continued existence
pleasing to the eye had evolved. The ter and although no reports were made of a dual system of public education in
school that was erected to serve only public.Halewasrelieved of his dutieson the state."
as honor societies. The athletics program
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involvement with the desegre

capital improvements. These
improvements have led to

Stur^ed'ti uses award nominaliBn I'"mspire si

gation suit, there were other

TSU's comfortable move into

Continued from Page 2

significant strides made during

the 21st century, both techno
logically and otherwise.
The TSU era that now

In addition to Torrence's

his presidency. Academic pro
grams

and

administration

grew. There was more finan

exists is under the leadership

cial support for physical
improvement, from both pub

of Dr. James A. Hefner.

lic and private sources.

began in 1991 as the universi
ty's sixth president. Much has
transpired from 1991 to 2001

Dr.

Torrence was a major influ
ence in the. formulation of the
School of Allied Health

'Professions and the School of

Business. Another significant
change to the school occurred
under Torrence's tenure. The

state senate changed the insti
tution's name to Tennessee

His

presidency with the university

with Hefner at the helm. His

call to lead has been significant
in that, like his predecessors,
historic events have transpired
during his tenure with the uni
versity, and he has made
important decisions concern

State University. At the end of ing the welfare and growth of
just six years, Dr. Torrence the school.
resigned as president in 1974.
"I think Hefner has done a
Frederick S. Humphries, goodjob working with the stu
who was appointed the univer dents,"
said
Damyon
sity's fourth president succeed Thompson,
a
Business
ed Dr. Torrence. Humphries Information Systems major
was president from 1975 to

and Computer Science major

1985. It was under President

from San Jose, Ca., who also is

Humphries that TSU actually

a representative-at-large and in

merged with the UTN, which

the

Student

Government

allowed the institution to keep Association and a student dele
its reputation as a historically gate to the Board of Regents.
black college and university "(Hefner) comes out to meet
and a national university as ings (student government),
well.
Under Humphries' interacts with the students and
administration, a $10 million
complex was constructed. The

Howard C. Gentry Health and
Physical
Education
and
Athletic

Convocation

Complex was erected during
this era. Humphries later went
on to become president of
Florida A «&. M University.
The university's fifth pres

ident, Otis L. Floyd was named
interim president of TSU in
June 1986 and was appointed

sincerity, intelligence, she's got eveiything we
think a strong woman and a stong character in our
community should be," Abrams said. "She just
exemplifies all of the qualities."
Sturgeon said she was just "suq>rised and
overwhelmed" about being nominated. "I am very
proud to be able to represent TSU," Sturgeon said.
Sturgeon then had to complete an entry form to
be distributed to approximately 30 judges, stating
the things she had done to promote herself and the
advancement of other women on a professional
level and list activities she paiticipated in teims of
community service. She, along with 20 other nom
inees. presented a three-minute oral presentation
before the judges based on the attributes of the
ATHENA leadership motto.
With this process
complete, each nominee's score is tallied up and
the woman with the highest score is presented with

During the awards ceremony, the nomineei
receive a booklet that contains a photograph anc
brief biography of each nominee and a list of pre

a statue and becomes the official ATHEN.A Award

vious ATHENA Award winners.

When asked about winning. Sturgeon respond
ed "It sounds like a cliche, that it's an honor just t(
be nominated, but I think most people feel that i
you can get to this point you have been recog
nized."

To those hoping to one day follow in Dr
Sturgeon's footsteps she says: "Study. GradimeB

Get a job. Fimt establish yourself as a competent
professional person and achieve that.

Have tb®

desire to be involved and be willing to supportB
work, and put some effort into community activi®
ties."

K

The ATHENA Awards

will

be

held oiS

Thursday, March 29 at the Parthenon.*

recipient.

Headfor Leaderships*
Featuring:

Thelma Harper
Tennessee State Senator, 19th Senatorial District

'Celebrating
Black Women

During

sees that their problems are
taken care of."

National

Herman Brady, soon to be
professor emeritus of the
Communications Department,

Women's

also commented on some of

Hefner's accomplishments.

History

"He has been an ambas

sador of raising money to sup
port the institution and he has
been instrumental in raising
faculty salary," Brady said.

Month

"(He) does no worse than other

presidents and is no better than
.March 1987, serving until July some of the other presidents."
TSU Presidents will come
1990.
The last president
and
go as times change and
before
current president
their
time with the university
Hefner, the late president
will
expire.
TSU has traveled
Floyd is a face and presence
a
long
way,
but
the road never
that some TSU students and
will
be
completely
traveled.
faculty may remember.
President
Floyd
comment
Floyd was an active mem
ber of the community and in ed in a commencement address
at Volunteer State University

government. He served in
positions that ranged from

on May 8, 1993, concerning

Sunday school teacher to a

the concurrent life cycle that

chancellor of the Tennessee

exists at colleges and in life in
general.
"We are all apart of the
same moving circle...the liv

until his death. May 19, 1993.
While at TSU, Floyd was

ing, the deceased, and the yet

a front-runner in initiating

such a way that the circle goes

efforts that led to the universi
ty receiving $112 million from

unbroken."*

the state general assembly for

The ATHEN/

recipient and the winner of the ATHEN/
Scholarehip Program will each give an acceptanct
speech.

president of the university in

higher education system.
Floyd
served
with
the
Tennessee Board of Regents

m

unborn. So strive to live in

2001

Sponsoredby:
The BishopJoseph Johnson

Thursday
March 29, 2001
12:20 p.m.
The

Bishop Joseph
Johnson Black

Cultural Center

Black Cultural Center of

Vanderbiit University

•

School of

Agriculture and Home Economics
Tennessee State University
3500 John A. Merrftf Blvd.

INashville, TN 37209-1561

TENNESSEE STATE
UNrVERSITY'S

DOWNTOWN CAtAPUS
CHILD CARE
CENTER IS NOW

ENROLLING? CHILDREN

AGES 2i'lZ\
CONTACT MS. yOLANDA WEST
ROaM#286

HOURS 4:30-9:15

WE'RE OPEN MON-THURS.
GUR PHUOSOPHy IS TO OPERATE A SERVICE THAT WILL PROVIDE A
SAFfc LEARNINGS ENVIRONMENT FOR CHILDREN WHILE PARENTS
ATTEND OR TEACH aASSES AT THE ONIVEftSlT/.

O^ter CoGrdinator: Dr. Seraldtrje Johnson

